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Rawlings becomes “Official Performance Apparel and Protective Equipment Supplier” of
CollClubSports.
November 30, 2010
CollClubSports is extremely excited to announce Rawlings Sporting Goods
as the “Official Performance Apparel and Protective Equipment Supplier”
of the National Club Softball Association through the 2014 season. Over
the last several years, Rawlings has become a huge supporter of the NCSA
and this agreement is another example of their devotion to the growth and
success of the National Club Softball Association.
Athletes have come to expect high-quality, high-performing gear and
equipment from Rawlings. That’s why Rawlings offers a vast selection of
performance apparel that revolutionizes the way people live, work and play. Performance Apparel includes, but
is not limited to items such as performance shirts, compression shirts and shorts, performance shorts, polo’s,
sweatshirts, and jackets. All of which can be customized for your club. Rawlings also offers performance
apparel items with Power Balance® infused technology that is a favorite among elite athletes.
Not only does this agreement cover Performance Apparel, but NCSA teams also have the ability to order the
latest and greatest in protective equipment that meets the demands of today’s athlete. Rawlings offers catchers
chest protectors and leg guards enhanced with Poron XRD, which upon impact can absorb 90% of the most
intense force hit after hit. Rawlings also offers a wide selection of catcher, batter and coaches helmets in a
variety of colors and styles. Lastly, sliding shorts and Rawlings cleats which offer the best in performance and
maximum comfort are also available.
“I’m very excited with this agreement,” said Christian Smith, Director of Marketing of CollClubSports. “We
have been searching for a Performance Apparel Supplier for the last few years, and over that period of time, I
noticed that Rawlings selection of Performance Apparel was growing. They offered everything that our teams
would need and the customization abilities that our teams expect. Rawlings has always been successful in the
protective equipment industry, so coupling the performance apparel and protective equipment agreement made
the most sense. With Rawlings extensive line of performance apparel and protective equipment offered at such
great pricing, I feel strongly that our teams won’t need to look anywhere else.”
All NCSA teams will receive at least 30% off catalog pricing on all Rawlings Protective Equipment and
Performance Apparel. NCSA teams can receive an additional 5% off if they place their orders early. The 35%
discount will run from July 1st through November 30th for all subsequent seasons for the length of the agreement.
To view everything Rawlings has to offer, teams can email Eric Curitore to receive a catalog of available items.
All order will be handled by the NCSA’s Eric Curitore and teams can contact Eric at
Eric.Curitore@CollClubSports.com or by calling 412-321-8440 x101.
Eric Curitore
Rawlings Sponsor Account Manager
CollClubSports
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